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Note from the Principal ‐ Prof. Ar. Ganesh Babu, Principal, AAAD

Mentor Speak with Ar. Trilochan Chhaya

What's new in Architecture???

SERPENTINE PAVILION – Bjarke Ingels Group
A teetering stack of ﬁberglass blocks landed in Kensington
Gardens, rising above the Serpen ne Pavilion in a stepped wall,
before billowing out to form a cave‐like space within. “We’ve
taken the most fundamental element of architecture and
unzipped it.”, says Danish architect Bjarke Ingels
From one side, it looks like a wall that has enjoyed a good lunch.
The blocks stretch outwards in a swollen bulge, like a snake
devouring its gallery‐going prey. From the other, it looks caught
in a s ﬀ breeze, a pixelated curtain rippling in the wind.

Enter the undula ng structure and you are confronted with a beguiling sequence of op cal eﬀects, as the grid of hollow blocks
dissolves to become opaque as it steps out above your head in a staggered sweep. With bluish‐grey light ﬁltering in through
the translucent ﬁberglass, it feels like walking into a glacial crevasse. And if, from some angles, it reminds you of your Ikea
shelving unit, that’s no coincidence: it grew out of a shelving system Ingels’s prac ce BIG was working on with the same
ﬁberglass manufacturer.

For the energe c 41‐year old architect, the pavilion embodies BIG’s philosophy of “bigamy”. It is “a wall that becomes a hall,”
says Ingels, “a gate that becomes a space” – and a shelving system that becomes a pavilion. “Why have one,” he quips, “when
you can have both?” Made of 1,800 extruded ﬁberglass frames, rises to 14 meters

This simple manipula on of the archetypical space‐deﬁning garden wall creates a presence in the Park that changes as you
move around it and through it. The North‐South eleva on of the Pavilion is a perfect rectangle. The East‐West eleva on is an
undula ng sculptural silhoue e. Towards the East‐West, the Pavilion is completely opaque and material. Towards the North‐
South, it is en rely transparent and prac cally immaterial. As a result, presence becomes absence, orthogonal becomes
curvilinear, structure becomes gesture and box becomes blob.

Reference www.theguardian.com | By – Sharon Saji Parel

Poetry from the classroom
TIME
It ﬂies, it runs, it ﬂu ers, it drags;
Never does it stop.
It changes, it rages, it lingers, it s lls;
Never does it stop.
It waits for none, despite your run,
You can’t ever turn it back.
What’s done is done,
There’s no turning back,
Your damages never undone.
We’re all heirs to an equal share,
24 hours to care.
Some care more, some care less,
Priori es is where we tear.
Flee ng moments of déjà vu
Nostalgic trips down memory lane,
Everything moves right through you.
Every laughter, tear and pain.
There are mes you’d wish to go back to,
Times you wish you hadn’t.
We’ve lived long enough to know,
There’s no going back to.
“Live as if today was your last,
Dream like there is no end”.
Consequences and responsibili es
Is where all words end.
86,400 seconds is all we have a day.
So much in store for you.
Not a second more for me or you.
Not a second to go back to.

‐Sharon Saji Parel
‐5th semester, AAAD

BANTEROO
No madame; I do not look at you,That is a
disgus ng thing;taboo,
I am in my own li le gooey goo,
Trying to make my way home too.
My mother was born in Waterloo,
In the home of a good ol' Jackaroo,
She makes great chicken vindaloo;
Oui,my pet is a kangaroo.
I had once a pain ng,drew;
Just of a man yelling,"Gare de L'eau",
Also, I had once made turtle stew;
I had to learn cooking anew.
Do you feel these words I spew?
Congratula ons,there are only a few!
If not;what,here do you do?
Au revoir, I bid you adieu!
Oh,Monsieur!Please use some shampoo,
What am I to do in all this hullabaloo?
For,my name isn't Winnie the Pooh,
And this line ends with the word bamboo!

Mohammed Ahmed
1st semester,AAAD

AAAD
A decently built tall structure,A great school of
architecture...
An amazing ediﬁce of nature and,
Deﬁnitely a modest future!
Impar ng everything perfect,
Seems the goal of each architect...
The head prof's: Sir Ganesh;
Having Sir Shreyas : we refresh‐
Elegant classes! Ma'am Pallavi and Shrabana: hard
to enmesh!
Blissful with Sir William,
Eﬀec ve is Sir Sairam!
Subanitha ma'am's really awesome and...
To model: there's always Namratha madam!!!

Ayesha .Z
1st semester, AAAD

Our take on your favourite ﬁlm

Uncommon Sense: The life and
architecture of Laurie Baker
Laurie Baker is o en referred to as the Gandhi of Architecture, The Father of Green
building in India and also called as India's architect for the poor.He was a Pritzker
(Nobel prize of Architecture) nominated ,Bri sh born architect; who chose to live in
India ,along with his Indian Doctor wife-Mrs. Elizabeth Baker .They lived in remote
Himalayan ranges and other forests of India,helping the local residents with
buildings and medicines, for over 20years. “Uncommon sense: The life and
architecture of Laurie Baker”, is a feature ﬁlm on the architect by his grandson - Vineet Radhakrishnan , to capture
the essence of Baker,the man and his outlook.The inten on of the documentary is for each one of us to get to
know Laurie Baker the person, and not just listen to tales about him.
On watching this documentary, one is le in u er marvel and awe of the works of this great mind. Time and again
Mr.Baker reminds us that what he accomplished is nothing impossible but is something anyone can learn from
nature.He believed that nature was the best teacher, and by simply observing nature, we could accomplish so
much-even with limited resources. The documentary urges us to go beyond the shallowness of the elements of
architecture & techniques of construc on , to understand the substance of the man in the shadow of the
architect .To recognize the reason behind his methods of construc on and why he did so, what social goals he
wanted to achieve through his methods of construc on and the value of his concepts today.
The ﬁlm also helps us explore his character through anecdotes
narrated by his close friends, family, clients,and also by
architects inﬂuenced by his work.One also gets to witness
footages never seen before of Mr.Baker himself along with his
family. The documentary depicts the various turning points
Mr.Baker had in his life and enlightens us on how each par cular
incident impacted him, His humility and his humanity is two
features of his Persona that made him so respected and revered
among the people, to which various people are tes monies to.
From only hearing about this wonderful architect, to ﬁnally
ge ng a glimpse of what kind of person he really was , leaves a
las ng impression on us .His design ideologies are amazing and
everyone has something to learn from this documentary . I
strongly recommend you all to watch this ﬁlm and widen the
horizon of your percep on.

Sip over your coffee and plug in your headphones,
break banta hai!

A. Meme of the month:

Find the following words
1. Corbel
5. Render
9. Siteplam
13. Arch

2. Facade
6. Chajja
10. Section
14. Balance

3. Form
7. Design
11. Partition
15. Elevation

4. Daylight
8. Structure
12. Lintel
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